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The Bison, February 2, 1937
W. L. Brown Speaks To Grade Students

Main Point of Talk Concerning Stakes Of Africa

In a talk to the pupils of the Little Rock Junior College, Dr. W. L. Brown gave many geographical, historical, political and economic details about Africa, which has an area of 11,000,000 square miles.

After describing the physical features of the continent, the numbers of inhabitants and their characteristics in different parts of the area, he concluded by saying that blacks are among the few American race which are on the move westward, and that their progress is in line with the facts that they have a sense of superiority in the Negro race, and that they want to have a part in the races that are on the move westward.

Dr. Brown said that blacks have had a history of being at the bottom of the ladder, but they are now moving up to the top of the ladder, and are becoming the rulers of the world, and that they have a future of being the leaders of the world.

During the talk, he drew on a large map of Africa to illustrate the different parts of the continent, and he also showed a film which he had made himself, and which he had been using for the past ten years.

The pupils who attended the talk were greatly interested, and they asked many questions about the continent, and the answers were given by Dr. Brown. They were also interested in the pictures which he showed, and they were all very impressed with the fact that the continent is one of the most interesting and beautiful on earth.

The pupils were also impressed with the fact that the continent is one of the most interesting and beautiful on earth.

The talk was given in the auditorium of the Little Rock Junior College, and it was well attended by the pupils, who were all very interested in the subject.

In conclusion, Dr. Brown said that he hoped the pupils would continue to study the continent, and that they would be able to understand the important facts about it.

He also said that he hoped the pupils would be able to understand the important facts about it.
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In conclusion, Dr. Brown said that he hoped the pupils would continue to study the continent, and that they would be able to understand the important facts about it.

He also said that he hoped the pupils would be able to understand the important facts about it.

The pupils were also interested in the pictures which he showed, and they were all very impressed with the fact that the continent is one of the most interesting and beautiful on earth.

The talk was given in the auditorium of the Little Rock Junior College, and it was well attended by the pupils, who were all very interested in the subject.

In conclusion, Dr. Brown said that he hoped the pupils would continue to study the continent, and that they would be able to understand the important facts about it.
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Suppression

Suppression of news is one of the most
dreadfully crimes that one might commit when
the truth is not damaging to anyone and is harm-
lessly wasted. I do not mean suppression in
the common sense of willfully and transgressively
destroying news. But many of us are apt to hold
this notion. For instance, if the staff were to
feel that there was some student or some group of
students that might be injured by the publication of
pictures in The Bison, the pictures would be held.

As previously announced, any student that
does not agree with this policy is considered for
any positions in the feature section of the
school. Students should keep in mind that they
have your picture made next Tuesday. Cooper-
sate, this is your last chance.

Unthoughtful Suppression

Of News Should Be Stopped at Once

In a study of the history of any

BOOK REVIEW

For best results, simply replace

or the public relations officer's
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Alumni Echoes-
Malcolm Hingkley, ex. of '36 of
Scripps College, California, is the
manager of a fruit farm.

Eugene Hayes, B.B. graduate of
Ohio State University, is now
in professional education. He is
very prominent in some appoint-
ment. He is also author of a pres-
tural, the plaited kings
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Made last term.
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Leslie and Halbrook Are Selected
As This Weeks Senior "Who's Who"

Joe L. Leslie and Mary Halbrook were selected for the senior "Who's Who" this week and were announced to the faculty and students of the school during the assembly held on Monday afternoon.

Miss Halbrook, a graduate of the school, is a member of the Miss Moriarty Rhodes, Spanish professor, a Spanish paper will be given on Tuesday, February 16th.

Spanish Program will Be Saturday
A Roll Fight, a Skit, and Spanish Music Are Attractions

Under the combined auspices of the Spanish class and the Spanish club, a Spanish program will be given on Saturday, February 16th.

The first number will consist of music by the Spanish students, followed by the singing of "Chansons" and "Lallas," by the group of Spanish students. Then the program will close with a dance, "La Isla del Infierno," performed by the Spanish club.

A roll fight will be staged, and the second number of the program will be a Spanish folk dance, "La Isla del Infierno." The program will conclude with a dance by the Spanish students.

See The Bison

To a Possible on the ground cloud and bird, and gray sound and beat
Little rock I easy you Would I won a possible treat! Just watch the world go by, do your work, our work, no- thing else Take the ounce, the sun, the rate, flavor groove your companion Never love me hate to feel. All in all in this the state Would you worry for your sake? 

Yarnell's Angel Food Ice Cream

The only ice cream you will ever want to eat. Come to the Yarnell's Ice Cream Palace, on Tannehill Street, and enjoy the finest ice cream you will ever taste.

Yarnell's Ice Cream Palace

115 State Street

For Chiropractic Treatments

DR. B. O. SAWYER

Sanitarians

CYPRESS BARBER SHOP
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BISONSPORTS

BISON ANNEX
57 TO 21 WIN OVER TRAJANS

Herb Raley Takes Fifth Victory of Current Season

Vaughn Leads Team
Locals Lead By 33 to 21 At Half Time

Way Mark

With Captain "Poat" Vaughn leading the way with 33 points, the Bisons secured their fifth straight victory with a 57 to 21 win over the Trajans Tuesday.

The Bisons jumped into an early lead and were never threatened by the visiting team, despite a spirited performance from the Trajans.

In the first half, Vaughn was the dominant force, scoring 33 points to lead the Bisons. The Trajans were able to keep up with the Bisons in the first half, with the score standing at 33 to 21 at halftime.

In the second half, the Bisons continued to dominate, scoring 24 points to the Trajans' 16, ensuring the victory.

Vaughn's high-scoring performance was a key factor in the Bisons' win, as he scored more points than the entire Trajan team.

Sportsologically Speaking

Outlining a victory and.describe the game with Poat Vaughn, the Bisons' star player, it is clear that the team has a good chance of winning.

This column is for pointing out some of the key players in the game and their performances. In this instance, it should be pointed out that Vaughn was the top scorer for the Bisons, with 33 points.

Captain "Poat" Vaughn, in particular, was instrumental in leading the Bisons to victory. His high-scoring performance was a testament to his skill and dedication to the sport.

The Trajans fought hard, but the Bisons' superior performance was too much to overcome. With Poat Vaughn leading the way, the Bisons secured another victory and moved closer to the top of the league standings.

Bisons In A Tie For Fourth Place

Arkansas College Still On Top In State Race

Arkansas College's Panthers, sitting tight in the 1936 Big Eight standings, have won three of their last four games, keeping them in the top tier of the conference.

The Panthers, who are currently tied for second, are only two points behind the leading Bisons. With two more games left in the season, they have a good chance of overtaking the Bisons and claiming the top spot.

In the last game, the Bisons scored 57 points to the Panthers' 21, sealing their victory. The Panthers fought hard, but their efforts were not enough to overcome the Bisons' superior performance.

The Panthers have a tough schedule ahead, with three more games left in the season. They will need to perform well to stay in contention for the top spot.

Sports Gazing

In an article written by Dillon Simpson of the Associated Press, the future of men's basketball in Arkansas is discussed. The article highlights the popularity of the sport in the state and the efforts being made to promote it.

The article notes that basketball is a popular sport in Arkansas, with many high schools and colleges offering basketball programs. The state has produced many talented players, and the sport has a strong following among the fans.

The article also discusses the challenges faced by basketball programs in Arkansas, including the lack of funding and the need for better facilities. Despite these challenges, the sport continues to grow in popularity, with many young people looking to basketball as a path to success.

The article concludes by urging the state to continue supporting basketball programs and by encouraging fans to keep supporting the sport. With proper support and resources, basketball can continue to thrive in Arkansas and provide opportunities for young people to pursue their dreams.